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Presidents message April 2016
(Drum Roll) (Western Music background)
They come outta the west, the Knights: Renger, Borgogna, Forbes and Wright, to fly the VSC
XXVIII. The weather was perfect all week long. And the entries are on the upturn again.
VSC, Ringmaster
I checked out my new Ringmaster/McCoy 40. This combination had served me well in past
years, so I decided to stay with it. I noticed that it was a bit nose heavy but stayed with this for
the duration of the Ringmaster event. The most trouble was in the vertical eight, the
elevator/stab stalled on the last turn. Larry’s Ringmaster looked great, but a tank problem
plagued him. Andy flew electric but was not fully satisfied and said he would build a gas one
for next year.
VSC OTS
I was trying out a new engine, an ST 56 on my Big Job. The first flight went smoothly, but
didn’t score high enough to be in the running. My second flight was an over run, couldn’t get it
started. Andy’s Humongous/ST 60 ran well, but also did not score high enough to be in the
running. Larry flew his Ringmaster in OTS. By the second day he had solved the tank problem
but the plane had suffered some damage via an inverted landing on asphalt
.
VSC Exhibition event
CD Jim Hoffman has added this fun noncompetitive event to the VSC venue in the afternoon of
OTS. I displayed my Custom Special. OK Cub 099. It’s not a top performer but fun. The best
flight in this event was Charlie Reeves Super Looper/Forster RR 29. The wing is so thin it flexes
in flight! But my favorite was Mark Gerbers Monogram Speedi Built Taylorcraft/O&R 23.
Reminds me of bygone days.
VSC Classic and Super 70.
My entry into super 70 was my trusty Top Flight Tudor I/OS 35S. This plane has served me
well but is getting battle worn and wrinkled. I test flew on Wednesday only to discover it runs
better on suction than on uniflo. My first day was sort of a warm up flight. By the second and
third day I had put in two flights of 540 and 542.5. These are my best performance ever in this
event, but the competition is stiff. I was 5th. New Knights member flew his fabulous
Spiderman Nobler, and Larry flew his Ringmaster once again but decided a trip to the Pima Air
Museum instead of another day of stunt.
The City Center Hotel was adequate but was under renovation. The high point of the hotel stay
was the banquet. The food was excellent this year and I encourage all the Knights to attend the
VSC next year.
Contests and coming events
April will be a busy month, two contests, combat, speed and racing on April 9&10 then the
Palmer stunt contest on April 23&24. In the middle weekend, April 15, 16 & 17 the Imaginology
youth event at the O.C. Fair Grounds. And of course the meeting Tuesday night April 12. We
need all the help we can get on all of these events, so please come out and volunteer.

Membership Roster
I turned in the Knights 2016 membership roster to the park office last Thursday March 31. To
get your discount ($25) park sticker, go to the park office and tell them you’re in the Knights of
the Round Circle, show your AMA card. and bring your car registration.
Field Repairs
The two east circles now have the cracks filled, slurry topped, lines painted and edges repaired.
There may be more work on the wheel chair ramp, and the grass circles, but we’re in pretty good
shape for the coming contests.
Dutch Auction
There are so few motors available in the Dutch Auction that I am temporarily suspending this
feature in the newsletter.
Happy Landings
See you at the field or at the meeting, or both.
John Wright
President.

Knights of the Round Circle
Meeting Notes: April 12, 2016
With 16 in attendance, Tom Collier lead the Pledge of Allegiance.
Former member Ray Ebert brought his wife Sherry and daughter Arianna.
SHOW AND TELL:
Ray Ebert showed his Phantom IV quadcopter FAA registered drone, quite small but advanced
and capable of programed autonomous flight with GPS navigation. Our flying site at Whittier
Narrows is within 5 statute miles of the El Monte airport, and Ray said that his quadcopter
knows where it is in relation to the airport and won’t even start at our site. This is known as
“geofencing.”
Dave Kick showed a completed MS-Bullet from a Blackhawk Kit. Cox Black Widow 049.
Howard Doering showed an F2A control line speed ship which he will convert to an F2G, the
international electric speed event. Howard also showed newly acquired pulse jet parts, a pipe
and several heads and shrouds.
Larry Renger showed a “Flying Clown” which he donated to the club.
John Wright presented an “All American Junior” with a Torp 09 Green Head. The covering was
extremely brittle, so he replaced one panel with “Micafilm”, and applied lightweight film over
the tissue on another.
Pete Soule presented a hard bound book of Aeromodelers, the British magazine, from the first
issue in 1945. Pete has every single published Aeromodeler.
Mike Alurac had advertisements for the 2016 Fullerton Airport Day, Saturday May 7, in which
we are participating with control line flight training and demonstrations.
OLD BUSINESS:
The AMA has renewed our club charter with all privileges, including flying site insurance.
KOTRC has two new members: Chris Forbes and Chris Bemm.
There was talk again of KOTRC participation at “Imaginology,” a technology promotion event at
the Orange County Fairgrounds on 15-17 April. KOTRC would be flying and training in the
hangar on the OC Fairgrounds. Volunteers were requested and a full crew assembled.
At Whittier Narrows, since there is now only one gate to drive vehicles through to the circles and
the Tether Car track, we received permission to have a prominent lock in series with other locks

to open the gate. Keys are now with Howard, Joe and the Tether Car guys. But, now the Park
has installed a single combination lock. The keyed lock is still on the gate. Stay tuned.
To report a problem to Whittier Narrows Park Officials, call 626-575-5526.
Treasurer’s report: Mike Jones is acting for Dave Kick as treasurer. We’re OK and Pay Pal is in
the works.
NEW BUSINESS:
Sad news: Ray Ebert reported that Frank Martin, former member and past treasurer, passed
away not long ago.
The Knights Joust will be August 13-14 with Warren Walker as CD. He is submitting AMA
Sanction paperwork. Warren also has made a deal for plaque engraving.
Larry Renger proposed that Jim Lally be given a lifetime membership for his work having the
stunt circles repaved. Voted and passed. Also Stan Tyler will be given an honorary membership
for his work with our web page.
There was a proposal by Howard Doering to stencil on the asphalt edges “CONTROL LINE
AIRPLANES ONLY DO NOT DRIVE ON ASPHALT.” Mike Alurac could make the stencils
for about $60.
The annual Christmas Party is booked: Sunday 11 December, 5:00PM at Angelo’s and Vinci’s
Ristorante, 550 North Harbor Boulevard, Fullerton, CA 92832. $35 per person.
PROGRAM:
Mike Alurac repaired a Control Line Combat F2D airplane before our very eyes in about 15
minutes; thanks to a pre-cut wing rib, a carbon rod trailing edge coupler, carbon tow,
cyanoacrylate with lots of kicker, and laminating plastic sheets.
Contest and Events Schedule:
April 15, 16, 17 – Imaginology, Orange County Fairgrounds.
April 23-24 - Bob Palmer Stunt, Warren Walker.
May 7 - Fullerton Airport Day.
May 21 – Valley Circle Burners contest at Sepulveda Basin.
June 4-5 - Bill & Bev Wisniewski Speed & Racing.
August 13-14 - Knights Joust, Warren Walker CD.
September 10-11 - Wayne Trivin Speed & Racing.
October 22-23 - Virgil Wilbur Speed & Racing.
December 3-4 - Toys for Tots.
The meeting adjourned at 2100 with the raffle – a good, busy meeting.

Imaginology STEAM Fair
“Imaginology” Quite an interesting made-up word, and the current name for the event each
spring at the OC Fairgrounds in Costa Mesa. But what is it, and why are we there with our
electric CL trainers? The earliest reference I can find easily (aka Google) is to an event called
The Southwest American Show held in the Oklahoma City Stockyards until 1958. I did not find
a reference as to when the event was actually started, only when the current Historian of the
event started as “Flunky,” which was in 1951. The Oklahoma event catered to youngsters who
were members of 4-H and FFA and who needed a central location to compete. FFA is the Future
Farmers of America. 4-H isn’t actually an acronym but does help one to remember their pledge:
“I pledge: my HEAD to clearer thinking, my HEART to greater loyalty, my HANDS to larger
service, my HEALTH to better living, for my club, my community, my country and my
world”. That 4-H pledge sounds a lot like it pertains to most of the members of the KOTRC,
except for the part about pledging our “Head to clearer thinking” because way too many of you
guys love to paint with dope, but you can’t remember why.
Moving forward, FFA and 4-H kids are known for raising farm animals, goats, sheep, cows,
pigs, etc. and showing them in competitions at county fairs. County fairs typically only happen
once a year and just like CL stunt flyers, once a year is not enough for these competitors. So all
over the country there are community events that allow FFA and 4-H members to compete in
their own way. Imaginology is one of these events. Another fact I could not find is when The
Southwest American Show name changed but eventually it was renamed as the Oklahoma Youth
Expo. My own three kids are now 24 (Christopher), 21 (Jonathan), and 18 (Leanna) and I
remember taking them to the “OC Youth Expo” at the same current OC Fairgrounds location
when they were in grade school.
The OC Youth Expo, now called Imaginology, included FFA and 4-H events but being
completely surrounded by the Orange County & Los Angeles County “urban sprawl” there are a
lot more events for city kids. There are several LARGE buildings on-site and they were filled to
capacity with displays of art, crafts, photography, and much more. Many local clubs host
booths. The “Hedgehog Lacers” had a very nice booth this year where members demonstrated
“Tatting” or the creation of hand-knotted lace using tiny color-coded bobbins. The Orange
County Scroll Saw Association had a very active booth demonstrating woodworking. Their
bench was set up with a series of activities and each visitor was supplied with a punch-card to
appeal to their inner OCD. Visitors first learned to drive a nail, followed by driving a wood
screw, then measuring and marking a piece of wood. Visitors who had the patience to wait in the
longest line were assisted by one of three experts in using an actual scroll saw to cut out a simple
design. There were a lot of kids in line at this booth.
So the show this year included the following (chronologically speaking): Farm animals, sewing
and hand-made lace, woodworking, metalworking (there was one vendor advertising a small
CNC milling machine), computers & technology (there was one vendor that I saw advertising a
technology lecture about programming and using Arduino boards which are small self-contained
processor systems, sort of a modern day replacement for the erector set), robotics, and even
modern manufacturing (3D printers EVERYWHERE).

The Harbor Soaring Society (HSS ) Radio Control Club and the Knights of the Round Circle
(KOTRC) were invited back for 2016 because what we do is so very unique, and even though the
hobby was invented in the 40’s, it is actually very high-tech, and best of all it is VERY handson. Literally, hands-on. In what other hobby can you hold a screaming 4-tenths of a cubic inch
+/- displacement, green fuel methanol and castor oil burning internal combustion engine in your
hand, well not IN your hand, but control it BY hand and fly it around for 6 or 8 minutes? Or 30
minutes if you are flying a Clown Race Final, but I digress! So at every event we have ever
participated in there has been a line out the door of visitors who want to learn to pilot one of our
models.
Therefor on Friday April 15th an intrepid group of KOTRC members headed by Larry Renger set
up shop in “The Hangar.” Not actually an airplane hangar, just built like one only quite short
from end-to-end. The HSS has a large presence inside The Hangar with all of their display
models, flight simulators, and also a large fenced-in flight area. The KOTRC were given the
North half of the flight zone which is farthest from the hangar doors and the breeze. Tom Collier
handled most of the duties pertaining to wrangling of the people waiting in line. Tom has an
easy way with people that I admire. He can talk to anyone, young or old as if they’ve been
neighbors forever. Larry Renger, Mike Jones, Randy Heydon and President John Wright took
turns assisting young flyers in the middle of the circle, and running the 2.4GHz throttle
radio. Yours truly attended on Sunday and handled the RC throttle for the better part of the last
day with John filling in at times.
Approximately 150 visitors flew each day: Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Friday was not quiet
at all because many local schools (it seemed like ALL of them) bussed the kids over to the
Expo. The ET-1 Trainers are doing well at handling what little abuse is allowed by the
team. They tend to receive the most abuse by bouncing upon landing, with the occasional highspeed touch-and-go. The most common problems seem to be: broken rubber bands on the
landing gear and propeller, weak batteries, and once we lost a propeller for a short time. I
believe Larry fixed the problem with broken rubber bands holding the propeller on by switching
to O-Rings. The weak battery issue was curtailed by more frequent testing using a capacity
checker, which only led to a worse problem, also known as the game of who has the battery
checker: “I thought you had it, no YOU had it last…” The lost propeller problem was solved by
informing the parents waiting in line, who immediately organized a grid-search until the AWOL
airscrew was quickly found.
We have been enthusiastically invited back for next year, and promised more room so we can fly
longer lines, thus getting longer lap times for easier flying.

Notable occurrences:

1) It was discovered that if the right set of circumstances were met, the ET-1 would literally fly
itself. If the battery had the right amount of charge (not too much, nor too little), If the throttle

was applied just right at the beginning of the flight, and if the handle was manipulated just so, the
ET-1 would taxi 25% +/- of a lap, then leap into the air, then stall, then hang in the stall attitude
and just fly. It would fly at a reduced speed at about eye-level until the throttle was reduced
facilitating a landing, or until the pilot gave it some down elevator (and hold it down) which
would level out the plane and allow it to speed up quite a bit, thereby requiring a throttle
reduction.

2) One mom was SO EXCITED about the prospect of her little future engineer flying an
airplane, that rather than run AROUND the flight zone the long way to get in line, she decided to
take a shortcut across the inside of the North end, just exactly where airplane #2 was waiting,
and where the lines were laid out on the floor! We will have to remember that next year and try
a little harder to block off any possible entry points.

3) Finally, one young man who has a serious physical disability and is also wheelchair-bound
wanted to give it a go. The young man was given three separate attempts with Mike Jones
assisting on the handle and doing a darn good job of keeping his feet out from underneath the
wheels of the large electric wheelchair. Our visiting pilot had some difficulty matching the
rotational speed of his chair with the lap-time of the ET-1, and also coordinating the up-anddown of the handle at the same time. All three of his flights were less than 5 laps but not by
much. The young man had a great big smile on his face after the final attempt so I’d call that our
most successful training flight of the event.
Paul Wescott

Death by Chocolate Dessert
Bake a Duncan Heinz Devil food cake in an 9x13 pan.
Make a deep dark mocha sauce as follows:
3/4 cup Coffee
3 Tbsp. Sugar
12 oz. Semi-Sweet Chocolate bits
½ stick Unsalted Butter
Combine coffee and sugar in a small, heavy saucepan. Cook on low heat (better yet a double boiler) until
the sugar is completely dissolved and the mixture is steaming.
Whisk in the chocolate bits until the chocolate is just melted and the mixture is smooth.
Remove from heat and whisk in the butter. Serve at once or cool then reheat over low heat. Add some
warm water if the sauce becomes oily.
To complete the dessert, cut a piece of the cake, a scoop of Vanilla Icing on top and A generous dollop of
the Mocha sauce on top.
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New Membership

Information Update

Membership Application
Renewal Membership

Life Member

First Name: _____________________________________
Last Name: _____________________________________
Address: _______________________________________
Apt:_________ City: _____________________________
State:_________ Zip: _____________________________
Home Phone:____________________________________
Cell Phone: _____________________________________
Work Phone: ____________________________________
AMA Number: __________________________________
E-Mail: ________________________________________
Yearly dues are $20.00
Make checks payable to KOTRC
Mail Application to: KOTRC
P.O. Box 6115, Anaheim, CA 92806
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